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The phase behavior of charge-stabilized colloidal suspensions is modeled by a combination of response
theory for electrostatic interparticle interactions and variational theory for free energies. Integrating out degrees
of freedom of the microions �counterions, salt ions�, the macroion-microion mixture is mapped onto a one-
component system governed by effective macroion interactions. Linear response of microions to the electro-
static potential of the macroions results in a screened-Coulomb �Yukawa� effective pair potential and a one-
body volume energy, while nonlinear response modifies the effective interactions �A. R. Denton, Phys. Rev. E
70, 031404 �2004��. The volume energy and effective pair potential are taken as input to a variational free
energy, based on thermodynamic perturbation theory. For both linear and first-order nonlinear effective inter-
actions, a coexistence analysis applied to aqueous suspensions of highly charged macroions and monovalent
microions yields bulk separation of macroion-rich and macroion-poor phases below a critical salt concentra-
tion, in qualitative agreement with predictions of related linearized theories �R. van Roij, M. Dijkstra, and J.-P.
Hansen, Phys. Rev. E 59, 2010 �1999�; P. B. Warren, J. Chem. Phys. 112, 4683 �2000��. It is concluded that
nonlinear screening can modify phase behavior but does not necessarily suppress bulk phase separation of
de-ionized suspensions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mounting evidence from a variety of experiments sug-
gests that colloidal suspensions �1–3� of highly charged mac-
roions and monovalent microions �counterions and coions�
can separate into macroion-rich and -poor bulk phases at low
salt concentrations. Reported observations—in aqueous sus-
pensions at submillimolar ionic strengths—describe liquid-
vapor coexistence �4�, stable voids �5–8�, contracted crystal
lattices �8–10�, and metastable crystallites �11�. Such phe-
nomena suggest an unusual form of interparticle cohesion,
inconsistent with the long-ranged repulsive electrostatic pair
interactions that prevail at low ionic strengths �12� and in
apparent conflict with the classic theory of Derjaguin, Lan-
dau, Verwey, and Overbeek �DLVO� �13,14�, which so suc-
cessfully describes phase stability with respect to coagulation
at higher salt concentrations. Observations of bulk phase
separation in de-ionized suspensions are therefore often con-
sidered anomalous.

Reports of anomalous phase behavior in charged colloids
have been variously disputed �15�, attributed to impurities
�16,17� or interpreted as genuine manifestations of like-
charge interparticle attraction �4–11�, whether pairwise or
many-body in origin �18–20�. Although some particle-
tracking experiments �11,21–23� appear to exhibit attractive
forces between isolated pairs of tightly confined macroions,
recent studies, based on refined optical imaging methods,
have found no attraction �24�. Furthermore, mathematical
proofs that Poisson-Boltzmann theory predicts purely repul-
sive pair interactions �25–27� relegate any possible pair at-
traction to the influence of counterion correlations, neglected
by mean-field theory. It is now widely accepted that correla-

tions among multivalent counterions can induce attraction
between like-charged surfaces �28–32�, as well as condensa-
tion of DNA and other polyelectrolytes �32–41�. The key
issue motivating the present study is whether relatively
weakly correlated monovalent counterions can similarly de-
stabilize de-ionized colloidal suspensions.

Further evidence for effective attractive interactions in
charged colloids comes from computer simulations. Monte
Carlo simulations �42–45� of the primitive model of asym-
metric electrolytes—macroions and microions, in a dielectic
continuum, directly interacting via repulsive Coulomb pair
potentials—exhibit macroion attraction and instabilities to-
ward macroion aggregation at high electrostatic couplings.
Short-ranged attractions have been linked to spatial correla-
tions among counterions localized near different macroions
�42,43� or to Coulomb depletion �44�, while long-ranged at-
tractions have been attributed to overcharging of macroions
�45�. System parameters thus far explored correspond to rela-
tively strongly correlated �multivalent� counterions and rela-
tively small macroion-to-counterion size and charge asym-
metries. Computational advances, however, are rapidly
closing the gap that currently prevents direct comparison of
simulations and experiments.

Many theoretical studies of interparticle interactions and
phase behavior in charged colloids have been motivated by
the puzzling results of experiments and simulations. Among
various analytical and computational approaches, recently re-
viewed �16,46–48�, are integral-equation, Poisson-
Boltzmann, density-functional, Debye-Hückel, and response
theories. In seminal work, van Roij and co-workers �49–52�
described the phase behavior of charged colloids within an
effective one-component model governed by density-
dependent effective interactions. Combining a linearized
density-functional theory �53� for the effective pair and one-
body �volume energy� potentials with a variational theory for
the free energy, these authors predicted counterion-driven*Electronic address: alan.denton@ndsu.edu
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bulk phase separation in de-ionized suspensions of highly
charged macroions below a critical salt concentration. Sub-
sequently, Warren �54� applied an extended Debye-Hückel
�linearized Poisson-Boltzmann� theory and predicted simi-
larly unusual phase separation at low salt concentrations.
Statistical-mechanical �55,56� and linear-response �57–59�
methods, based on closely related linearization approxima-
tions, yield similar effective electrostatic interactions.

Several recent studies, based on Poisson-Boltzmann cell
models �60–62� and extensions of Debye-Hückel theory
�63�, have suggested that the predicted instabilities of
charged colloids towards phase separation may be mere arti-
facts of linearization. The main purpose of the present study
is to directly test this suggestion by explicitly calculating the
effect of nonlinear screening on the phase behavior of
charged colloids. Working within the framework of the ef-
fective one-component model and response theory �57–59�,
we input nonlinear corrections to the effective pair potential
and volume energy into an accurate variational free energy
and analyze thermodynamic phase behavior. The central con-
clusion of the paper is that nonlinear effects can modify the
phase behavior of de-ionized suspensions, but do not neces-
sarily suppress counterion-driven phase separation.

Outlining the remainder of the paper, Sec. II first defines
the model colloidal suspension. Section III next reviews the
response theory for effective interactions and describes a
variational perturbation theory for the free energy. Section
IV presents and discusses numerical results—most impor-
tantly, equilibrium phase diagrams obtained from a coexist-
ence analysis. Finally, Sec. V summarizes and concludes.

II. MODEL SYSTEM

The system of interest comprises Nm negatively charged
colloidal macroions, Nc positively charged counterions, and
Ns pairs of oppositely charged salt ions all dispersed in a
solvent. The macroions are modeled as charged hard spheres
of radius a �diameter �� and effective valence Z, as depicted
in Fig. 1. The macroion surface charge −Ze is best inter-
preted as an effective �renormalized� charge, equal to the
bare charge less the combined charge of any strongly asso-
ciated counterions. The effective charge is assumed to be
uniformly distributed over the surface and fixed, independent

of thermodynamic state. The counterions and salt ions are
modeled as point charges of valence z, whose number Nc is
determined by the condition of overall charge neutrality:
ZNm=zNc. Numerical results are presented below �Sec. IV�
for the case of monovalent �z=1� microions. The microions
number N+=Nc+Ns positive and N−=Ns negative, totaling
N�=Nc+2Ns.

Working within the primitive model of charged colloids,
we approximate the solvent as a dielectric continuum, char-
acterized entirely by a dielectric constant �. We further as-
sume a rigid-ion model, ignoring van der Waals �12� and
polarization �64–66� interactions, which are dominated by
longer-ranged direct electrostatic interactions at low ionic
strengths. The system is imagined to be in thermal equilib-
rium with a heat bath at constant temperature and in chemi-
cal �Donnan� equilibrium with a salt reservoir �e.g., via a
semipermeable membrane or ion-exchange resin�, which
fixes the salt chemical potential. Having specified the model
system, we turn next to methods for describing electrostatic
interactions and thermodynamic phase behavior.

III. METHODS

A. Effective electrostatic interactions

1. One-component mapping

Response theory of effective interactions is fundamentally
based on mapping a multicomponent mixture onto a one-
component system governed by an effective Hamiltonian
�67�. When applied to charged colloids, polyelectrolytes, and
other ionic systems, the mapping involves integrating out
from the partition function the degrees of freedom of the
microions �68�. The resulting effective interactions between
macroions depend on the perturbation of the microion distri-
bution by the “external” potential of the macroions. The re-
sponse of the microions to the macroions is linear �57,58� for
suspensions of weakly charged macroions, but becomes in-
creasingly nonlinear �59� as the macroion valence increases
and as the salt concentration decreases. Here we briefly re-
view the theory, referring the reader to Refs. �57–59� for
further details.

In the simplest case of a salt-free suspension, the Hamil-
tonian may be expressed as

H = Hm��R�� + Hc��r�� + Hmc��R�,�r�� , �1�

where �R� and �r� denote coordinates of macroions and mi-
croions, respectively,

Hm = HHS��R�� +
1

2 �
i�j=1

Nm

vmm��Ri − R j�� �2�

is the Hamiltonian of the macroions alone, HHS is the Hamil-
tonian of a hard-sphere �HS� system, vmm�r�=Z2e2 /�r, r
��, is the bare Coulomb pair potential between macroions,

Hc = Kc +
1

2 �
i�j=1

Nc

vcc��ri − r j�� �3�

FIG. 1. �Color online� Models of charge-stabilized colloidal sus-
pensions: �a� Primitive model of charged hard-sphere macroions, of
effective valence Z and diameter �, and microions �counterions, salt
ions� suspended in a dielectric continuum. �b� Effective one-
component model of pseudomacroions governed by effective
interactions.
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is the counterion Hamiltonian, Kc is the counterion kinetic
energy, vcc�r�=z2e2 /�r is the pair potential between counte-
rions,

Hmc = �
i=1

Nm

�
j=1

Nc

vmc��Ri − r j�� �4�

is the total macroion-counterion interaction energy, and
vmc�r�=Zze2 /�r, r�a, is the macroion-counterion pair po-
tential.

The mapping from the macroion-counterion mixture to an
effective one-component system of pseudomacroions begins
with the canonical partition function

Z = 		exp�− �H�
c
m, �5�

where ��1/ �kBT� at temperature T and angular brackets
denote classical traces over counterion �c� and macroion �m�
coordinates. The mapping proceeds by formally tracing over
the counterion coordinates:

Z = 	exp�− �Heff�
m, �6�

where Heff=Hm+Fc is the effective one-component Hamil-
tonian and

Fc = − kBT ln	exp�− ��Hc + Hmc��
c �7�

is the free energy of a nonuniform gas of counterions in the
presence of the fixed macroions. Within perturbation theory
�68,69�, the counterion free energy can be expressed as

Fc = F0 + �
0

1

d�
�Fc���

��
= F0 + �

0

1

d�	Hmc
�, �8�

where Fc����−kBT ln	exp�−��Hc+�Hmc��
c, F0�Fc�0�
=−kBT ln	exp�−�Hc�
 is the unperturbed counterion free en-
ergy in the case of uncharged �yet volume-excluding� mac-
roions, 	¯
� denotes a counterion trace with the macroions
charged to a fraction � of their full charge, and the � integral
charges up the macroions. After formally adding and sub-
tracting the energy of a uniform compensating negative
background Eb, Eq. �8� becomes

Fc = FOCP + �
0

1

d�	Hmc
� − Eb, �9�

where FOCP=F0+Eb is the free energy of a classical one-
component plasma �OCP� in the presence of neutral hard
spheres. The background and counterions alike are excluded
from the hard cores of the macroions and therefore occupy a
free volume V�=V�1−��, where �= �	 /6��Nm /V��3 is the
macroion volume fraction.

2. Response theory

To make practical use of the one-component mapping, the
counterion free energy must be approximated, for which pur-
pose response theory provides a powerful framework. Be-
cause it proves more convenient to manipulate Fourier com-
ponents of densities and pair potentials, we first note that the
macroion Hamiltonian �Eq. �2�� and macroion-counterion in-

teraction �Eq. �4�� can be equivalently expressed as

Hm = HHS +
1

2V�
�
k

v̂mm�k��
̂m�k�
̂m�− k� − Nm� �10�

and

Hmc =
1

V�
�
k

v̂mc�k�
̂m�k�
̂c�− k� , �11�

where the Fourier transform and its inverse are defined as


̂m�k� =� dr
m�r�e−ik·r, �12a�


m�r� =
1

V�
�
k


̂m�k�eik·r. �12b�

Equation �11� makes evident that Hmc depends, through

̂c�k�, on the response of the counterion density to the mac-
roion charge density. The counterion response can be ap-
proximated by expanding the ensemble-averaged induced
counterion density in a functional Taylor series in powers of
the dimensionless macroion potential �69–72�, u�r�
=−�dr�vmc��r−r���
m�r��. Expanding about zero macroion
charge �u=0�, the counterion density can be expressed, in
Fourier space, as �59�

	
̂c�k�
 = ��k�v̂mc�k�
̂m�k�

+
1

V�
�
k�

���k�,k − k��v̂mc�k��v̂mc��k − k���

�
̂m�k��
̂m�k − k�� + ¯ , k � 0, �13�

where � and �� are, respectively, the linear and first nonlin-
ear response functions of the uniform OCP. The response
functions are directly related to the structure of the OCP
according to ��k�=−�ncS�k� and ���k� ,k−k��
= ��2nc /2�S�3��k� ,k−k��, where

S�n��k1, . . . ,kn−1� =
1

Nc
	
̂c�k1� ¯ 
̂c�kn−1�
̂c�− k1 . . . − kn−1�


�14�

is the OCP n-particle static structure factor �69�, S�k�
�S�2��k�, and nc=Nc /V� is the average density of counteri-
ons in the free volume. The first term on the right-hand side
of Eq. �13�, which is linear in v̂mc�k� and 
̂m�k�, represents
the linear response approximation, while the higher-order
terms are nonlinear corrections.

Combining Eqs. �9�, �11�, and �13�, specifying the back-
ground energy as Eb=limk→0�−Ncncv̂cc�k� /2�, isolating the
k=0 terms, and integrating over � produces the counterion
free energy to third order in the macroion density:
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Fc = FOCP + nc lim
k→0

�Nmv̂mc�k� +
Nc

2
v̂cc�k�� +

1

2V�
�
k�0

��k�

��v̂mc�k��2
̂m�k�
̂m�− k� +
1

3V�2

� �
k�0

�
k�

���k�,− k − k��v̂mc�k�v̂mc�k��v̂mc��k + k���

�
̂m�k�
̂m�k��
̂m�− k − k�� . �15�

The terms in Fc that are quadratic and cubic in 
̂m�k� gener-
ate effective pair and triplet interactions, respectively, in the
effective Hamiltonian. To demonstrate this, we first identify

v̂ind
�2��k� = ��k��v̂mc�k��2 �16�

as an effective pair interaction, induced by linear response of
counterions �57,58,68�, and

v̂eff
�3��k,k�� = 2���k�,− k − k��v̂mc�k�v̂mc�k��v̂mc��k + k���

�17�

as an effective three-body interaction, induced by nonlinear
counterion response. Combining Eqs. �10� and �15�, the ef-
fective Hamiltonian now can be recast in the form

Heff = HHS +
1

2 �
i�j=1

Nm

veff
�2���Ri − R j��

+
1

3! �
i�j�k=1

Nm

veff
�3��Ri − R j,Ri − Rk� + E , �18�

where veff
�2��r�=vmm�r�+vind

�2��r� and veff
�3��r ,r�� are the effective

macroion pair and triplet potentials, respectively, and E is a
one-body volume energy, composed of all terms in Heff in-
dependent of macroion coordinates. The volume energy ac-
counts for the counterion entropy and macroion-counterion
interaction energy and contributes density-dependent terms
to the total free energy that can influence thermodynamic
properties, as discussed below �Sec. IV�.

Explicit expressions for the effective interactions are ob-
tained by invoking the identities

�
i�j=1

Nm

vind
�2���Ri − R j�� =

1

V�
�
k�0

v̂ind
�2��k�
̂m�k�
̂m�− k�

+
Nm

2

V�
lim
k→0

v̂ind
�2��k� − Nmvind

�2��0� �19�

and

�
i�j�k=1

Nm

veff
�3��Ri − R j,Ri − Rk� =

1

V�2�
k

�
k�

v̂eff
�3��k,k��

��
̂m�k�
̂m�k��
̂m�− k − k��

− 3
̂m�k�
̂m�− k� + 2Nm� .

�20�

The volume energy E=E0+E is the sum of the linear re-
sponse approximation �57,58�

E0 = FOCP +
Nm

2
vind

�2��0�

+ Nmnc lim
k→0

�v̂mc�k� −
z

2Z
v̂ind

�2��k� +
Z

2z
v̂cc�k�� �21�

and the first nonlinear correction �59�

E =
Nm

6V�2��
k,k�

v̂eff
�3��k,k�� − Nm�

k
v̂eff

�3��k,0�� . �22�

Similarly, the effective pair interaction veff
�2��r�=v0

�2��r�
+veff

�2��r� is the sum of the linear response approximation
�57,58� v0

�2��r�=vmm�r�+vind
�2��r� and the first nonlinear correc-

tion, veff
�2��r�, whose Fourier transform is

v̂eff
�2��k� =

1

V�
�
k�

v̂eff
�3��k,k�� −

Nm

3V�
v̂eff

�3��k,0� . �23�

It is important to note that nonlinear counterion response
generates not only effective many-body interactions, but also
corrections to the effective pair and one-body interactions. It
is these corrections �Eqs. �22� and �23�� whose impact on
phase behavior we examine below in Sec. IV. Note that the
final terms on the right-hand sides of Eqs. �21�–�23� origi-
nate from the charge-neutrality condition, which required
special treatment of the k=0 terms in Eqs. �15� and �19�. A
simple physical interpretation of microion response and its
connection to microion-induced effective interactions be-
tween macroions is discussed in Ref. �59�.

3. Random phase approximation

Further progress requires specifying the OCP response
functions. To this end, we note first that the counterions are
usually characterized by relatively small electrostatic cou-
pling parameters �=�B /ac�1, where �B=�z2e2 /� is the
Bjerrum length and ac= �3/4	nc�1/3 is the counterion-sphere
radius. In such weakly coupled plasmas, short-range correla-
tions are often weak enough to justify a random phase ap-
proximation �RPA� �69�, whereby the two-particle direct cor-
relation function �DCF� is approximated by its exact
asymptotic limit: c�2��r�=−�vcc�r� or ĉ�2��k�=−4	�z2e2 /�k2.
The OCP linear and first nonlinear response functions then
take the simple analytical forms

��k� =
− �nc

1 + �2/k2 �24�

and

���k,k�� = −
kBT

2nc
2 ��k���k�����k + k��� , �25�

where �=�4	ncz
2e2 /�kBT is the Debye screening constant

�inverse screening length�. Higher-order nonlinear response
leads to higher-order terms in the effective Hamiltonian �Eq.
�18��, which are here neglected.

Practical expressions for the effective interactions follow
from specifying the macroion-counterion interaction inside
the macroion core so as to minimize counterion
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penetration—a strategy similar to that of the pseudopotential
theory of simple metals �71,72�. The choice

vmc�r� = −
Zze2�

��1 + �a�
, r � a , �26�

ensures zero counterion penetration �
c�r�=0, r�a� at the
level of linear response �49,57,58� and virtually eliminates
counterion penetration in the case of nonlinear response �59�.
Substituting the Fourier transform of Eq. �26�,

v̂mc�k� = −
4	Zze2

��1 + �a�k2�cos�ka� +
�

k
sin�ka�� , �27�

into Eqs. �16�, �17�, and �21�–�23� then yields the effective
interactions.

Upon reintroducing salt ions as a second species of mi-
croion �58�, analytical expressions are obtained �59� for the
volume energy and the effective pair potential. The volume
energy is the sum of the linear response approximation

E0 = Fplasma − Nm
Z2e2

2�

�

1 + �a
−

kBT

2

�N+ − N−�2

N+ + N−
�28�

and the first nonlinear correction

E =
NmkBT

6

�n+ − n−�
n�

3 �Z2�3n�

8	
� 1

1 + �a
�2

−
Z3�6

�4	�2� e�a

1 + �a
�3

E1�3�a�� , �29�

where Fplasma=kBT�N+ ln�n+�3�+N− ln�n−�3�� is the ideal-
gas free energy of the plasma, n±=N± /V� and n�=N� /V�
=n++n−=nc+2ns are the microion number densities in the
free volume, � is the thermal wavelength of the microions,
and

� = �4	z2e2n�

�kBT
�1/2

= �4	z2e2

�kBT

�Nc + 2Ns�
V�1 − �� �1/2

�30�

is the Debye screening constant, which depends on the total
density of microions, adjusted for macroion excluded vol-
ume. The effective pair potential is the sum of

v0
�2��r� =

Z2e2

�
� e�a

1 + �a
�2e−�r

r
, r � � , �31�

which is identical to the DLVO potential with a density-
dependent screening constant, and

veff
�2��r� = f1�r�

e−�r

r
+ f2�r�

e�r

r
+ f3�r�

e−�a

r
, r � � ,

�32�

where

f1�r� = C1���r − �� + 1 − e−��� + C2�E1„��r − a�… + E1�3�a�

− E1��a�� , �33�

f2�r� = − C2E1„3��r + a�… , �34�

f3�r� = C2�E1„2��r + a�… − E1„2��r − a�…� , �35�

C1 =
1

6

�n+ − n−�
n�

Z2e2

�
� e�a

1 + �a
�2

, �36�

C2 =
1

8	

�n+ − n−�
n�

2

Z3e2�3

z�
� e�a

1 + �a
�3

, �37�

and

E1�x� = �
1

�

du
e−xu

u
, x � 0, �38�

is the exponential integral function. The effective three-body
interaction can be computed from the generalizations of Eqs.
�17�, �25�, and �27�, with the result �59�

veff
�3��r1 − r2,r1 − r3� = − kBT

�n+ − n−�
n�

3 � dr
1��r1 − r��

�
1��r2 − r��
1��r3 − r�� , �39�

where


1�r� = �Z

z

�2

4	

e�a

1 + �a

e−�r

r
, r � a ,

0, r � a ,
� �40�

is the density of counterions around an isolated macroion.
It is important to establish the accuracy of the effective

interactions predicted by the nonlinear response theory de-
scribed above. In a direct comparison with ab initio simula-
tions �76�, first-order nonlinear corrections were shown to
quantitatively match effective pair energies �59�. Neverthe-
less, the effective interactions predicted by response theory
should be tested further, perhaps by comparisons with non-
linear Poisson-Boltzmann theory.

B. Thermodynamic phase behavior

1. Variational theory

The effective electrostatic interactions predicted by re-
sponse theory provide the basic input required by statistical-
mechanical theories and computer simulations of the effec-
tive one-component model of charged colloids. The one-
component model is considerably simpler than the
�multicomponent� primitive model and, thus, a practical al-
ternative for investigating thermodynamic phase behavior
and other bulk properties of many-particle systems. Here we
input effective interparticle interactions into an approximate
variational theory for the free energy. The Helmholtz free
energy F separates naturally into three contributions:

F�T,V,Nm,Ns� = Fid�T,V,Nm� + Fex�T,V,Nm,Ns�

+ E�T,V,Nm,Ns� , �41�

where Fid=NmkBT�ln�nm�m
3 �−1� is the exact ideal-gas free

energy of a uniform fluid of macroions of thermal wave-
length �m, Fex is the excess free energy, which depends on
effective intermacroion interactions, and E is the one-body
volume energy. Note that Fex and E depend on the average
densities of both macroions and salt ions.
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To approximate the excess free energy, we apply a varia-
tional approach based on first-order thermodynamic pertur-
bation theory, as in Ref. �50�. Given a decomposition of the
effective pair potential into reference and perturbation poten-
tials,

veff
�2��r� = vref

�2��r� + vpert
�2� �r� , �42�

an upper bound on the excess free energy density, fex
=Fex/V, is provided by the Gibbs-Bogoliubov inequality
�69�

fex � f ref +
1

2
nm

2 � drgref�r�vpert
�2� �r� , �43�

where f ref and gref�r� are the excess free energy density and
radial distribution function, respectively, of the reference
system. The short-range-repulsive form of the effective pair
potential naturally suggests a HS reference system. Thus,
vref

�2��r�=vHS�r ;d�, the pair potential between hard spheres of
effective diameter d, and vpert

�2� �r�=veff
�2��r�, r�d. The effective

HS diameter provides a variational parameter with respect to
which the right-hand side of Eq. �43� can be minimized to
impose a least upper bound on the excess free energy:

fex�nm,ns� � min
�d�
� fHS�nm,ns;d�

+ 2	nm
2�

d

�

drr2gHS�r,nm;d�veff
�2��r,nm,ns�� .

�44�

Here fHS�nm ,ns ;d� and gHS�r ,nm ;d� are, respectively, the ex-
cess free energy density and radial distribution function of
the HS reference fluid, which we approximate by the essen-
tially exact Carnahan-Starling and Verlet-Weis analytical ex-
pressions �69�. In practice, the exponential decay of veff

�2��r�
with r ensures rapid convergence of the perturbation integral
in Eq. �44�, justifying the further approximation that gHS�r�
=1 for r�5d. The accuracy of the variational theory in pre-
dicting the equation of state has been confirmed by indepen-
dent comparisons with Monte Carlo simulation data �50,77�.

2. Grand potential and phase coexistence

For a system at fixed temperature, volume, and number of
macroions, in osmotic equilibrium with a salt reservoir at
fixed salt chemical potential �s, the appropriate thermody-
namic potential �minimized at equilibrium� is the semigrand
potential

��T,V,Nm,�s� = F�T,V,Nm,Ns� − �sNs = − pV + �mNm,

�45�

where p is the bulk pressure and �m is the chemical potential
of the pseudomacroions. More precisely, �m is the change in
free energy—at constant T and V—upon adding a bare mac-
roion and its Z /z neutralizing counterions, and �s is the
change in free energy upon adding a charge-neutral pair of
salt ions. The semigrand potential density is then given by

��T,nm,�s� = �/V = f�T,nm,ns� − �sns = − p + �mnm,

�46�

where f =F /V is the total free energy density and ns=Ns /V is
the number density of salt ion pairs in the system. At con-
stant T, the differential relation

d��T,V,Nm,�s� = − p dV + �m dNm − Ns d�s �47�

yields the pressure

p = − � ��

�V
�

T,Nm,�s

= nm� ��

�nm
�

T,�s

− � �48�

and the macroion chemical potential

�m = � ��

�Nm
�

T,V,�s

= � ��

�nm
�

T,�s

. �49�

Equilibrium coexistence of bulk phases requires equality
of pressure and of chemical potentials �of macroions and salt
ions� in the two phases �1 and 2�:

p�1� = p�2�, �50a�

�m
�1� = �m

�2�, �50b�

�s
�1� = �s

�2� = �s
�r�, �50c�

where the superscript �r� denotes a reservoir quantity. Equal-
ity of pressure is equivalent to equality of osmotic pressure,
�= p− p�r�—i.e., the difference between the system and res-
ervoir pressures. The osmotic pressure—a manifestation of
the Donnan effect �1�—vanishes in the dilute limit of zero
colloid concentration.

The coexistence conditions have simple geometrical inter-
pretations. Equations �46�–�50� describe a common tangent,
of slope �m and intercept −p, to the curve of ��nm ,�s� vs nm

�constant �s� or, equivalently, a Maxwell equal-area con-
struction. Specifically, the relations

�
1

2

d� = �
1

2

dnm�m�nm,�s� = �m
�1��nm

�2� − nm
�1�� �51�

and

�
1

2

d��/Nm� = − �
1

2

dvmp�vm,�s� = − p�1��vm
�2� − vm

�1�� ,

�52�

with vm=V /Nm=1/nm, imply that constant-�s curves of
�m�nm ,�s� vs nm and of p�vm ,�s� vs vm enclose equal areas
above and below the horizontal lines �m=�m

�1�=�m
�2� and p

= p�1�= p�2�, respectively. Changes of curvature sufficient to
allow common-tangent constructions on the semigrand po-
tential, and equal-area constructions on the chemical poten-
tial and pressure, imply phase coexistence.

At low salt concentrations, the salt reservoir behaves as an
ideal gas of ions, whose pressure and chemical potential are
well approximated by
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p�r� = 2ns
�r�kBT �53�

and

�s
�r� = 2kBT ln�ns

�r��3� , �54�

where ns
�r� is the reservoir number density of pairs of salt ions

of thermal wavelength �. Note that � and �m are arbitrary,
as they contribute to the semigrand potential only terms that
are linear in density, which do not affect the coexisting den-
sities.

The phase diagram is computed as follows. For a given
macroion density nm and salt chemical potential �i.e., reser-
voir salt density ns

�r��, the system salt density ns is numeri-
cally determined �from Eq. �50c�� as the solution of

�s = � �f�nm,ns�
�ns

�
T,nm

= 2kBT ln�ns
�r��3� , �55�

where f is the total free energy density, the excess part of
which is given by Eq. �44�. In the case of linear response,
Eq. �55� can be expressed in a somewhat more practical form
by separating out and analytically evaluating the dominant
volume-energy contribution. Substituting Eqs. �28� and �41�
into Eq. �55� then yields

��s = ln��nc + ns��3� + ln�ns�
3� −

Z��B

2�1 + �a�2

nc

n�

+ � nc

n�
�2

+ �� �fex�nm,ns�
�ns

�
nm

. �56�

The pressure and macroion chemical potential are next com-
puted from Eqs. �48� and �49�. Finally, the macroion and salt
densities are varied to satisfy the remaining coexistence con-
ditions �Eqs. �50a� and �50b��.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To investigate the influence of nonlinear microion screen-
ing on the phase behavior of deionized charged colloids, the
variational theory �Sec. III B� is used to compute the semi-
grand potential, taking as input the effective interactions pre-
dicted by response theory �Sec. III A�. By performing a co-
existence analysis and comparing the phase diagrams that
result from linear and first-order nonlinear interactions,
leading-order nonlinear effects are quantified. For simplicity,
effective three-body interactions are here neglected, since
these are always attractive �59� and thus would only promote
phase separation. In this way, we isolate the main nonlinear
corrections to the volume energy and effective pair potential
and assess their impact on phase behavior.

Numerical results are presented for the case of room-
temperature aqueous suspensions ��B=0.72 nm� and
monovalent counterions �z=1�. For several choices of mac-
roion radius a, the effective macroion valence Z is set near
the threshold for charge renormalization �73�, Z�O�10�
��a /�B�. Figure 2 illustrates the effective pair and triplet
potentials versus macroion separation, with linear and non-
linear screening, for various sets of system parameters. The
particular case of ��=266 nm, Z=1217� is included to per-

FIG. 2. Effective pair potential veff
�2��r� vs center-to-center sepa-

ration r for fixed colloid volume fraction �=0.05 and various com-
binations of macroion diameter �, effective valence Z, and system
salt concentration cs: �a� �=100 nm, Z=500, cs=50 �M; �b� �
=266 nm, Z=1217, cs=10 �M; �c� �=500 nm, Z=2000, cs

=10 �M. Solid �dashed� curves are predictions of nonlinear �linear�
response theory. Insets show corresponding effective triplet poten-
tials veff

�3��r� for three macroions arranged in an equilateral triangle
of side length r.
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mit direct comparison with Ref. �50�. While nonlinear
screening generally softens repulsive pair interactions, the
correction is relatively minor for the selected macroion di-
ameters and valences. The effective triplet potential, shown
for an equilateral triangle arrangement of three macroions, is
always attractive and decays rapidly with increasing separa-
tion. In passing, we note that the triplet interactions that arise
within response theory �59� differ in definition from their
counterparts in Poisson-Boltzmann theory �74,75�.

Figures 3 and 4 present predictions for the osmotic pres-
sure � versus volume fraction � �equation of state� at fixed
reservoir salt concentration cs

�r� �or salt chemical potential
�s�. The variation of � with � is a diagnostic of thermody-
namic stability, a negative slope signaling instability toward
phase separation �see below�. Figure 3 illustrates that, within
the linearized theory, the system becomes unstable below a
certain critical salt concentration. Figure 4 demonstrates the
sensitivity of the osmotic pressure to nonlinear screening,
which originates mainly from the nonlinear correction to the
volume energy.

Figures 5 and 6 present the corresponding system salt
concentration cs �in �mol/ liter� versus volume fraction �at
fixed �s�. The monotonic decrease of cs with increasing �
follows from Eq. �56� and stems from an interplay between
salt entropy and salt-macroion interactions. Entropy and
excluded-volume interactions alone would give a simple lin-
ear decline cs= �1−��cs

�r�, with a slope of −cs
�r�. However,

salt-macroion electrostatic interactions tend to expel salt
from the system, steepening the decline, while maintaining
an approximate linear dependence over a considerable range
of �. As illustrated in Fig. 6, nonlinear screening, which
modifies the state dependence of the effective interactions,
tends to lower the system salt concentration.

Figure 7 typifies the monotonic decrease of the effective
hard-sphere diameter d, and increase of the Debye screening
constant �, with increasing volume fraction at fixed �s. Non-
linear screening evidently reduces both d and �. For the cho-
sen parameters, the reduction appears modest, but is signifi-
cant, given the sensitivity of the free energy to these
parameters.

Figures 3, 4, and 8 illustrate that, for sufficiently high
macroion valence and low salt concentration, van der Waals
loops emerge in the equation of state at fixed �s—a direct
signature of phase instability. The maximimum and mini-
mum in the curve of osmotic pressure versus volume fraction
mark the vapor and liquid spinodal densities, respectively,
between which the compressibility is negative and the uni-
form fluid is unstable with respect to phase separation �Fig.
8�a��. Correspondingly, an equal-area construction on the
curve of osmotic pressure versus inverse volume fraction
�Fig. 8�b��, or of chemical potential versus volume fraction
�Fig. 8�c��, yields the densities of the coexisting vapor and
liquid phases. A scan over reservoir salt concentration �salt
chemical potential� traces out the spinodal and binodal �co-
existence� curves in the phase diagram.

Figure 9 presents the resulting fluid phase diagrams for
highly de-ionized suspensions as predicted by variational
theory with both linear and nonlinear effective interactions as
input. In each case, above a critical salt concentration, the
uniform fluid is thermodynamically stable. Below the critical

point, the fluid separates into macroion-rich �liquid� and
macroion-poor �vapor� bulk phases, the salt concentration
playing a role analogous to temperature in the liquid-vapor
separation of a simple one-component fluid. For the param-
eter regime investigated here, the density of the liquid phase
is found to be always well below the threshold for freezing,
estimated from the hard-sphere freezing criterion ��d /��3

FIG. 3. Linear-screening predictions for osmotic pressure � �in
reduced units� vs colloid volume fraction � for same combinations
of macroion diameter � and valence Z as in Fig. 2 and various fixed
reservoir salt concentrations cs

�r�: �a� �=100 nm, Z=500, cs
�r�

=100,200,400 �M; �b� �=266 nm, Z=1217, cs
�r�

=40,80,160 �M; �c� �=500 nm, Z=2000, cs
�r�=10,20,40 �M.
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�0.49, with the charged colloids approximated as neutral
hard spheres of effective diameter d.

The tie-lines in the phase diagrams of Fig. 9 join corre-
sponding points on the liquid and vapor binodals �and spin-
odals� and, if extended, intersect the �=0 axis at the respec-

tive reservoir salt concentrations. The fact that the tie-lines
all have essentially the same slope, independent of reservoir
salt concentration, is a physical consequence of strong salt-
macroion electrostatic interactions, as described by Eq. �56�.
The influence of nonlinear response on the tie-line slopes is
negligible for the parameters here investigated.

The predicted phase separation of charged colloids is re-
markable, considering that simple one-component systems,

FIG. 4. Osmotic pressure � �in reduced units� vs colloid volume
fraction � for same combinations of macroion diameter � and va-
lence Z as in Fig. 2 and fixed reservoir salt concentration cs

�r�: �a�
�=100 nm, Z=500, cs

�r�=200 �M; �b� �=266 nm, Z=1217, cs
�r�

=80 �M; �c� �=500 nm, Z=2000, cs
�r�=20 �M. Solid �dashed�

curves are predictions of nonlinear �linear� response theory.

FIG. 5. Linear-screening predictions for system salt concentra-
tion cs ��mol/ liter� vs colloid volume fraction � for same system
parameters as in Fig. 2 at various fixed salt chemical potentials.
Respective reservoir salt concentrations are given by intersections
of curves with �=0 axis.
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interacting via purely repulsive pair potentials, exhibit only a
single-fluid phase. Within the present theoretical framework,
phase instability at low salt concentrations is driven by the
strong density dependence of the effective interactions,
chiefly the one-body volume energy in de-ionized suspen-

FIG. 6. Linear- and nonlinear-screening predictions for system
salt concentration cs ��mol/ liter� vs colloid volume fraction � for
same system parameters as in Fig. 2 and at two fixed salt chemical
potentials. Respective reservoir salt concentrations are given by in-
tersections of curves with �=0 axis. Solid �dashed� curves are pre-
dictions of linear �nonlinear� response theory.

FIG. 7. Effective hard-sphere diameter d �units of macroion di-
ameter �� and Debye screening constant � �inset� vs colloid volume
fraction �, at fixed reservoir salt concentration cs

�r�, for �a� �

=100 nm, Z=500, cs
�r�=50 �M; �b� �=266 nm, Z=1217, cs

�r�

=10 �M; �c� �=500 nm, Z=2000, cs
�r�=10 �M. Solid �dashed�

curves are predictions of nonlinear �linear� response theory.
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FIG. 8. Linear-screening prediction for �a� osmotic pressure �
vs colloid volume fraction �, �b� � vs 1/�, and �c� colloid chemical
potential �m �shifted by arbitrary constant� vs � for macroion di-
ameter �=100 nm, valence Z=500, and reservoir salt concentration
cs

�r�=350 �M. In panels �a� and �b�, dotted vertical lines at maxi-
mum and minimum of � indicate spinodal densities at boundaries
of unstable region. In panels �b� and �c�, dashed vertical lines indi-
cate coexisting densities on the fluid binodal, illustrating the Max-
well equal-area construction.

FIG. 9. Fluid phase diagrams for aqueous suspensions of
charged colloids at room temperature ��B=0.72 nm� with monova-
lent microions and various macroion diameters and effective va-
lences: �a� �=100 nm, Z=500; �b� �=266 nm, Z=1217; �c� �
=500 nm, Z=2000. Solid �long-dashed� curves represent predic-
tions for binodals from nonlinear �linear� response theory. Short-
dashed curves represent predictions for spinodals �linear response
only�. Circular symbols denote critical points. Tie-lines join corre-
sponding points on liquid and vapor branches of binodals.
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sions. It should be emphasized that because the colloid and
salt concentrations vary between the two phases, the density-
dependent effective interactions also differ in the two phases.

The unusual phase separation can be understood, more
fundamentally, as the result of a classic competition between
entropy and energy. On one side of the balance, favoring a
stable uniform fluid, are the configurational entropies of all
ions, represented by the ideal-gas terms in Eqs. �28� and
�41�, and the positive potential energy of macroion pair re-
pulsion. On the other side is the �density-dependent� negative
potential energy of macroion-counterion attraction �second
term on the right-hand side of Eq. �28��, which favors a
concentrated phase with counterions localized around, and
thus strongly attracted to, the macroions.

Within the “entropy versus energy” view, the sensitivity
of phase behavior to salt concentration becomes clearer. At
salt concentrations low enough that screening is counterion
dominated and screening lengths are relatively long, the
counterion distribution is so diffuse that counterion-macroion
attraction is too weak to drive macroion aggregation. With
increasing salt concentration, the screening length shortens,
the counterions become more localized around the macro-
ions, and counterion-macroion attraction may—for suffi-
ciently high macroion valence—overcome configurational
entropy and macroion pair repulsion to drive phase separa-
tion. The resulting concentrated phase is energetically fa-
vored, the counterions being closer on average to the macro-
ions, but entropically disfavored, since the microions
�excluded by macroion cores� must occupy a smaller free
volume. On the other hand, the dilute phase is energetically
disfavored, the counterions tending to roam farther from the
macroions, but is entropically favored, since the microions
can explore a larger free volume. At salt concentrations high
enough that screening is salt dominated, the salt-ion entropy
overwhelms the counterion-macroion interaction energy in
the free energy and prevents macroion aggregation.

Thermodynamic phase behavior qualitatively similar to
that depicted in Fig. 9 has been predicted before �50,54�.
Compared with the results of van Roij et al. �50�, based on
essentially the same variational theory for free energies, but a
linearized density-functional theory for effective interactions,
the present theory predicts a somewhat larger unstable area
in the phase diagram. This quantitative discrepancy results
mainly from different treatments of excluded-volume effects
in the two approaches. In particular, the excluded-volume
correction to the screening constant in response theory
�1/ �1−�� factor in Eq. �30�� enhances microion screening
and promotes phase instability.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have investigated the controversial issue
of phase separation in de-ionized charge-stabilized colloidal

suspensions by inputting effective electrostatic interactions
from response theory into free energies from a thermody-
namic variational theory. By considering both linear and
first-order nonlinear approximations for the effective pair po-
tential and one-body volume energy, we have systematically
assessed the influence of nonlinear screening on phase be-
havior. A coexistence analysis results in osmotic pressures
�Figs. 3, 4, and 8� and phase diagrams �Fig. 9� that clearly
exhibit thermodynamic instability towards phase separation
for sufficiently high macroion effective valences and low salt
concentrations.

For macroion sizes and effective valences within the lim-
its established by charge renormalization considerations,
first-order nonlinear corrections to the effective interactions
are relatively weak and can either enhance or diminish sta-
bility of the uniform fluid phase, depending on system pa-
rameters. In general, the higher the macroion surface charge
density, the higher the critical salt concentration and the
larger the area of the unstable region in the phase diagram.
Our main conclusion is that, within the present model, non-
linear screening appears not to suppress phase separation of
de-ionized suspensions, contradicting conclusions drawn
from previous studies �60–63� and raising hope that a similar
phenomenon may yet be observed in simulations of the
primitive model.

In closing, three key approximations of the present ap-
proach deserve to be highlighted for further scrutiny. First,
the neglect of higher-order nonlinear corrections to the effec-
tive interactions presumes that nonlinear effects are strongest
at the one- and two-body levels. The finding that first-order
nonlinear corrections do not qualitatively alter fluid phase
behavior suggests that higher-order corrections are unlikely
to have drastic consequences—for example, suppression of
phase separation. Furthermore, the presumption of weak
many-body effective interactions is consistent with the domi-
nance of the volume energy in effective one-component
models of simple metals �78–82�, but should be further
checked for charged colloids. Second, the mean-field ap-
proximation for the response functions of the microion
plasma assumes weakly correlated microions. Although usu-
ally considered reasonable for monovalent microions, this
assumption can and should be checked by more accurately
modeling the structure of the microion plasma. Finally, the
assumption of fixed macroion valence neglects the depen-
dence of the effective valence on colloid and salt densities.
This interesting issue of coupling between the effective mac-
roion charge and phase behavior is being examined by means
of charge renormalization theory and will be the subject of a
future paper.
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